Excitability profile of motor evoked potentials and silent periods.
The aim of this study was to confirm the excitability profile of human cortical circuits on the motor evoked potential (MEP) and the silent period (SP) after paired transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) with variable interstimulus intervals (ISI), and to compare the time courses of MEP and SP after paired TMS at variable ISIs. MEPs were elicited at the hypothenar muscles at rest, and during tonic muscle contraction by applying paired TMS to the motor cortex. The authors measured the MEP amplitude during rest and the duration of SP during tonic muscle contraction at various ISIs. The response to paired stimuli was inhibited by an ISI of 15 ms and facilitated by an ISI of 1020 ms. The SP at an ISI of 15 ms was shorter than that at the single suprathreshold stimulus, but the SP at an ISI of 1525 ms was longer than this. A significant correlation was observed between the MEP amplitude and the duration of SP at ISIs of 120 ms and for a CS of 80% of threshold. These results may provide useful data for the study of the function of cortical excitability in disease states and suggest that the neural circuits underlying MEP and SP differ partly.